
# Sample script for BIOL 315/415 Lab 3 

# Created by Angela Brandt on 25-Jan-2013 

# Case Western Reserve University 

 

 

## In this lab, you will create several types of graphs in R and explore the use of 

 # different graphical parameters to change the appearance of graphs 

 

 

## FIGURE 1: You will create a 2-panel graph showing both diversity and abundance 

 # of native and nonnative species richness in Hastings grassland plots over time. 

 

# Obtain a file of the native and nonnative species richness in each year using 

# the Hastings data. 

  # If you saved an output file during last week's lab activity, 

  # you can read that file in directly. 

  # Otherwise, use your script from last week to create the necessary data frame. 

   

# Produce a file containing the abundance (i.e. total cover) of native and nonnative species 

# in the Hastings grassland plots in each year. 

  # Hint: Look back at your Lab 2 script -- how could you alter the species richness 

  # calculation to create a data frame with total cover instead? 

 

# Call the Hmisc library so you can make error bars for your graph 

# Define the standard error function to use for creating the error bars 

# Subset your richness and total cover data frames so you have one of each for 

# native and one of each for nonnative species only 

 

# Before you begin plotting, set up these graphical parameters for the plotting region 

par(mfcol = c(1, 2), oma = c(2, 0, 0, 0), mar = c(3, 4, 4, 2) + 0.1, cex.axis = 1.5, cex.lab = 

1.75, las = 1, bty = "l") 

  # mfcol & mfrow arguments allow us to plot multiple graphs in the same plotting region, 

  # oma sets outer margins for the graph, mar sets the margins of the graph 

  # It's probably a good idea to maximize your graphing window now 

   

# Now, reproduce a graph of native and nonnative species richness in each year 

# using your script from Lab 1, with the following changes: 

  # Do not label the x-axis -- you can do this by typing xlab = "" in the arguments 

  # for the plot command 

  # Label the graph -- type main = "Diversity" in the arguments for the plot command 

   

# Next, produce a graph of the total cover of native and nonnative species in each year, 

# using the same types of symbols  and lines for "native" and "nonnative" 

  # Again, do not label the x-axis 

  # Label the y-axis "percent cover" 

  # Label this graph "Abundance" 

   

# You may add the legend to either of the graphs; note that R will put it 

# in the most recently called plot 

 

# Now, add a single x-axis label for the 2 panels into the outer margin of the plot region 

mtext("year", side = 1, line = 1, outer = TRUE , cex = 2, at = 0.5) 

 

# Save the completed graph 

 

# Make another graph using the same data, but change any two of the graphical parameters 

# affecting the graph's appearance (i.e. the arguments for the par command) 

  # The parameters you change can be ones already included in the command above, or completely 

  # new ones from the help page on the 'par' command -- this is your chance to customize 

  # your graph! 

  # Hint: If you're looking for ideas on stylistic changes to make to your graph, look at 

  # the journal article you found for class and try to make your graph look like it. 

 

# Save this new graph as well; close the plotting window before beginning a new graph 

 

 

## FIGURE 2: You will create a scatterplot showing the relationship between native and 

 # nonnative species richness in each year for the Hastings grassland data set. 

  # You will need your data frame of the native and nonnative species richness 

  # in each plot in each year 

 

# Reshape the data frame so native and nonnative richness are in separate columns 

  # (see Lab 2 script) 

 

 



# Plot the correlation between native and nonnative species richness, 

# with different symbols & lines for each year 

 

par(xpd = F, cex.axis = 1.5, cex.lab = 1.75, bty = "l") 

  # xpd = F restricts the plotting to the graph region 

 

# Create a new variable (i.e. a new column in the data frame) that codes each year as a number 

that will indicate the R symbol plotted for that year 

 

richness.wide$yr <- 0 

  # This will make all the values zero, but then we can overwrite them for each year 

  # after 2004 (just saves time in typing) 

richness.wide$yr[richness.wide$year==2005] <- 1 

richness.wide$yr[richness.wide$year==2006] <- 2 

richness.wide$yr[richness.wide$year==2007] <- 3 

richness.wide$yr[richness.wide$year==2008] <- 4 

richness.wide$yr[richness.wide$year==2009] <- 5 

richness.wide$yr[richness.wide$year==2010] <- 6 

 

# We'll plot nonnative species richness on the y-axis and native species richness 

# on the x-axis to match most of the literature 

 

plot(richness.plot.FALSE ~ richness.plot.TRUE, pch = yr, data = richness.wide, xlab = "native 

richness", ylab = "nonnative richness") 

 

# Now add a linear trendline for each year to the scatterplot to make the relationship clearer 

 

trend04 <- lm(richness.plot.FALSE ~ richness.plot.TRUE, data = richness.wide, subset = 

(year==2004)) 

  # Trendline for 2004 data using a linear regression 

abline(trend04, lty = 1)  # A solid line will be drawn for the 2004 data 

  

# Add the trendlines for successive years in the same way, using a different line type for each 

# (lty = 2, lty = 3, and so on). However, there are only 6 line types in R. For 2010, you can 

# use lty = 1, col = "gray", to differentiate it from 2004. 

 

# Insert a legend into the graph 

 

legend(8.5, 11, c("2004", "2005", "2006", "2007", "2008", "2009", "2010"), pch = c(0, 1, 2, 3, 

4, 5, 6), lty = c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1), col = c("black", "black", "black", "black", "black", 

"black", "gray"))   

 

# Save the graph; close the plotting window 

 

 

## FIGURE 3: Make a boxplot to quickly see the full distribution of data from multiple groups. 

 

# For this figure, we'll use a data set including additional plots from the Hastings grasslands 

# study so we can look at how species richness changes with a disturbance treatment. 

  # It's a good idea to clear your workspace when beginning work with a new data set – 

  # use the rm(list=ls()) command to do so 

 

# Read in the file California-vegetation-data-disturbance-allyears.csv 

  # If you use the summary command to look at the data set, you'll notice that R assumed 

  # "DIST" is a numeric variable rather than a factor indicating treatment type 

  # We'll need to change the data type for the DIST variable 

  distdata$DIST <- as.factor(distdata$DIST) 

  # We can double-check that our reassignment of the data type was successful   

  is.factor(distdata$DIST)   

  # The summary command will also show you that the file contains data from all 3 grassland 

  # sites, so you'll need to subset the data frame to contain only data from Hastings 

   

# Make a new data frame with the species richness of native and nonnative species 

# in each plot in each year at Hastings 

  # Hint: use the aggregate function as in Lab 2 

  # Include the disturbance variable in your list of identifying variables 

  # so it will be in the final data frame 

 

# After you've created the species richness data frame, you'll need to add values of zero 

# for any plots that were missing native or nonnative species 

  # Hint: use the reshape command and for loop from Lab 2, then reshape back to long format 

 

# Create a boxplot of native and nonnative species richness in disturbed and undisturbed 

# plots in 2004 to see if disturbance had an immediate effect on diversity 

 



boxplot(richness.plot ~ dist * native, data = richness, subset = (year==2004), xlab = 

"disturbance.native", ylab = "richness") 

 

  # Save the boxplot; close the graph window 

 

 

## FIGURE 4: Make a cleaner bar graph of species richness in disturbed and undisturbed 

 # plots in 2004   

 

# Subset your data frame of species richness to obtain a data frame with only the 2004 data 

 

# Construct the graph 

  # feel free to customize the appearance of your graph by changing the arguments called by par 

library(Hmisc) 

StdErr <- function(x) sqrt(var(x) / length(x)) 

par(cex.axis = 1.5, cex.lab = 1.75, xpd = NA, mgp = c(2.5, 0.85, 0), las = 1) 

 

# We will first set up the mean and standard error of the response to be graphed, 

# grouping both by disturbance treatment and native/nonnative groups of species 

 

y <- tapply(richness04$richness.plot, list(richness04$native, richness04$dist), mean) 

  # The first listed by variable in the tapply function will correspond to the legend; 

  # the second is the x-axis variable 

ysem <- tapply(richness04$richness.plot, list(richness04$native, richness04$dist), StdErr) 

 

# We can then create a vector that corresponds to the x coordinates of each bar in the graph 

  # The bar graph will simultaneously be drawn with this command; 

  # we can set the scale of the y-axis, label the axes and the variables of the x-axis, 

  # and control several other attributes of the graph in this command 

  # Note that the order in which R will draw the groups of variables always corresponds to 

  # alphabetical or numerical order (this is why the bars for the undisturbed plots will be 

  # on the left, 0 comes before 1) 

midpts <- barplot(y, beside = T, axis.lty = 1, ylim = c(0, 5), col=c("white", "gray"), xlab = 

"disturbance treatment", names.arg = c("undisturbed", "disturbed"), ylab="species richness") 

  # first by variable in 'tapply' is the one for the legend; 

  # ylim - use summary function to determine appropriate scale 

 

# To put error bars in the correct location on the bar graph, we can use the vector called 

# “midpts” that we just made 

errbar(midpts, y, y+ysem, y-ysem, add = TRUE, pch = NA, cap = 0.02) 

  # We use pch = NA because we only want to draw error bars, not points 

 

# Add a legend to the graph 

legend(4.5, 5.5, c("nonnative", "native"), bty = "n", cex = 1.5, fill = c("white", "gray")) 

  # We know nonnative species were plotted first because F comes before T 

 

# Save the graph 

 

 

## In your weekly lab journal, you will attach your annotated script as a separate file and 

 # embed all 5 graphs in the Results section of the journal entry 

  # Because you worked with 2 data sets today, you can organize your journal in one of two ways: 

    # 1) a separate Methods/Results/Discussion section for each data set, or 

    # 2) use subheadings to separate the data sets within a single set of 

      # Methods/Results/Discussion sections 

  # Regardless of how your journal is organized, please number the graphs as they are labelled 

    # in this sample script 

  # Remember to provide descriptive titles below each graph 

  # I do want to see both of the graphs you made for Figure 1 - you can call them Figure 1a 

    # and Figure 1b, and you only need to provide one title for them because they are 

    # showing very similar data 


